Estimation and decision problems arising in communications and control it have been studied in detail for continuous time observations. However, not much tf has been published for the case in which the observation process is a discrete r^t ime jump process (DTJP). We define a DTJP as a process having arbitrary .
jumps at times tit tZ ,.... A more precise definition is given below. Segall [1] 3 obtained some optimum estimates for the special case where the jumps are i s t t t restricted tobe unity by using_discrete time martingale techniques. In this f paper we derive optimal estimates for more general cases.
In Section 2 we define discrete time jump processes precisely, present r some representations, and derive the likelihood function for an observed realization. In Section 3 we derive the a posteriori probability measure for a ' nonobservable random process we wish to estimate given an observed realization of the DTJP. Recursive optimum estimation equations are derived in Section 4.
i The problem of optimum linear estimation is briefly discussed in Section 5. An interesting example in which the optimum estimates turn out to be linear is presented in Section 6. n Let U be the minimal sigma-algebra of subsets of 0 such that all functions (Yi (w), ti e T) are measurable. Denote by P any probability measure on a. The triple (1),;Y, P) will be called the discrete time jump process and will be denoted by Y. Since yi is a 3 -measurable function for all i 2 0, we define IF k to be the subsigma algebra of a generated by (yi (s)), ie(0, 1, • • -, k)). For any Borel set A of R ', R , with 04A, define the random variables N k (A) and nk(A) as From (1) -(3) we obtain, for k = 0, 1, 2, ... , and any Borel set A U nk (A ) = g k (A) + TTk(A ) (4) where
Note that (qk (A), k= 0,1,...) is a martingale difference sequence (MD).
,Bemark J,,,, The random variable rrk(A) has a simple interpretation in terms of the condit±onal probability of a jump ai time t k . By taking the conditional expectation with respect to k-1 of both side: of ( 4) we obtain nk(A) = P(y k e Al a, k _ I )
The Doob decomposition (4) has been defined her--i) to model the process Y, ii) to guaranty the existance of P(ykeAp k-1 ), and iii) for obtaining estimates of nonobservable events (Section 5).
It is possible to represent the process (y k , tk s T) by means of the process n defined in (2) . The following lemma is a special case of a result given in Gikhman and Skoroklnd [ 3, Chapter VI] and the proof will be omitted. 
C where the integration is on the space R with thevector 0 excluded. The :integrals in (6) and (7) 
In the estimation problem we will study later on, we will assume, for I^u simplicity, a countable jump space Z!.
1
The likelihood function. The likelihood function is a quantity proportional to the probability of observing a particular realization of the jump process (Yi' tOstistk) for ti,t k ET and plays a fundamental role in estimation and decision problems [4] .
We wish to find the likelihood function for a discrete time discrete amplitude jump process. Denote by Pk p(tk ) the probability of having a particular realization of Y, i. e.
;r Pk = P(y i = i, i= 0, 1, ... , k) (lZ) Let t• 1 , t.
,
• • • , be the jump times of the random process Y with jump amplitudes E j , Ej , • • , Then nj (Ej ) = 1, i = 1, 2, • • . , The probability of no 1 2 i i jump,nk 0 is given by
Therefore, the likelihood function (13) becomes, with p0^P(yO = E0)'
which can also be written as
where we have used the fact that E O 0., ni =1F 1 ni (Um ), and k k We will assume that the elements W eQ are the sample functions of m m the discrete time jump process described in Section 2 .
It is convenient to construct the product space ( 0,6, P) where 0=0 sxD 
where we have indicated, explicitly, that the rates X. 1 and X i n .(U ) depend on the "signal" element ws and the sample path W m from to up to ti-11 i. e. wml .
Let us define a new probability measure Pm on the transfer space, functionally independent of W and mutually absolutely continuous with respect to Pm (ws ,-). For the event E m , we define
where the rates yi (U n) and yi are not functions of ws . We define the likelihood ratio Lk ( ws , w m ) as The last equality ,follows because nl= 1 if and only if there is a single jump of size X04 at t=t l . Notice that (30 1 ) can be written as P1 = P O (X1 (9) n1 (^) + (1-X1 ) (1-n 1)) (31) 13 Taking the expectation with respect to E s , dividing both sides of (31) by E s (po) ) r ' (which is equal to 1), and using (27), we have p l J E (P)
or ,.l = p0 (X110( §)nl( §) + (1-a^o (^) (1-n1)) l;
Since ( 31) k (1_ £ n(U.)) + 5 ^k 1 -n (U k l)
Thus, using (39) we have:
, -m (X a (U.)) -X 1(U. ) X Xl^k = klk-1 E k-1(X k a k ) E + £ k-1 k k i ^ idk-1 klk 1 nk(Ui) 1-aldk_1 i°1 'q k-1 (Ui) (1-'1 k-1)
VIII By noting that = E ] (U.) and _ £ (U.), the first two terms on k i k i idk-1 i idk-1 i the right hand side of (41) are equal to E (X x (U.^) -X (U.) m k-1 k k ^' i k-1 Ok-1 1 X +£ n n (nk(Ui) -x^k-I(Ui)) (42) 1^k-1 i-1 'Ok-Pi) (1-^^k_I and, after some manipulation, the third term on the right hand side of (41) is We will assume that wk is a MD with respect to some sigma-algebra Ps(tk)e8so
and that Ak-1 is 6 s (tk-1) measurable, then E s (wk A k-1 ) = E s (E s (wkAk-I Is s (t k-1 )) = 0
Thus Xklk-1 -fk{k-1 Example 3 -Let us assume that the rate parameter Xk is a fixed random variable X defined on the signal space, i. e. ak = X = X(W S ) and that X is uniformly distributed on [ 0, 1]. The best estimate X at ,-c a t=t k is given by:
where No= z Note that in order to solve (44), we need to know E k-1 (X Z ), which can be obtained Theorem 3 -Let pk (x) be the conditional probability density of the random variable X = X(ws ) given a k . L• et ak (Ui , X), the rate of the jump process, for Uie ' , be a know function of X. Then
Proof Let us consider the random variable y = ejvx, then
Since pk (•) is the conditional probability density, then ^yl Ek(y) _ exp(jvx)p k(x)dx for veR (47) C:a Therefore, from 146) and (47) we get eX P(j vx ) Pk ( x ) dx = ! exp(j'vx)pk-1(x)dx 
